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CORAL REEF MANAGEMENT TOOLBOX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning. My name is Melanie Mcfield and I am the Director of Healthy Reefs for Healthy People - a collaborative international initiative that generates user-friendly tools to measure the health of the Mesoamerican Reef Ecosystem, and delivers scientifically credible reports to improve decision-making that effectively sustains social and ecosystem well-being. I recently moved to S Fla but was previousely living in Bze for 20yrs.



REEF MANAGEMENT TOOLBOX

I. SPECIES-SPECIFIC  APPROACH
II. ACTIVITY FOCUSED APPROACH
III.  ECOSYSTEM BASED APPROACH

THEY CAN BE SPATIALLY  COMPREHENSIVE OR DEFINED

We don’t really manage reefs we manage people





I. Species-Specific Strategies

Traditional Fisheries Management Plans
(closed seasons, size limits, quotas) 

Endangered Species Protection
(marine mammals, some corals, redlist)

Keystone Species for Ecosystem Services
(new concept – parrotfish * urcins)



Species-based fisheries management

• Based on 19th century determinism – if we know the life 
history of a species we can manage it for MSY. We control 
its population destiny. 

• Stocks are viewed outside of their role in the ecosystem 
and without fully accounting for natural variability and 
disturbances.

• Unique, data-intensive process for each species. We have 
insufficient data for most of the 50-100 (?) commercial 
species in the Caribbean.

• Each species will have its own season, size limit and quota.



Species-based fisheries management
• Pros:  Its familiar, comfortable to fisheries 

managers; if knowledge and enforcement is 
good it can work. It is especially feasible for 
a few of the most valuable species

• Cons: 
• Many failures even with more ecologically 

simplistic species-systems. 
• Reefs have many species with little/no data 

and complex interactions.
• Enforcement of 50 different species 

regulations is complex and difficult
• Politics of quotas 



I. Species-Specific Strategies
Endangered Species Protection 

(marine mammals, some corals, iucn redlist)

Its not iron clad protection - port 
expansion  vs major manatee 
wintering areas



Reef Scientists Call for Protection 
of parrotfish – done in Belize
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…some animals are more equal than others.  George Orwell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not traditionlly thought of protecting fish… but just like protecting endangered species…we need to protect endag=ngered ecosystem function. Modern levels of herbivory on reefs are a ecosystem function – that is severely reduced ‘ endandered’ processes…



Fragments of Hope
Coral nurseries for critically endangered coral - targeting 
genotypes that appear more resistant to bleaching. 





For Endangered Species and Processes

• Pros: Many endangered species have recovered due to 
this type of protection.

• Straightforward – enforceable – understandable

• Cons: Expensive and only justified for endangered 
species and keystones

• Its an added layer for the most threatened species or 
processes – easily enforceable

• It complements but doesn’t complete overall eco-health

I. Species-Specific Strategies-
SUMMARY



• In-water tourist impact and boat anchors
• Damaging gear used in fishing activities 

II. Activity-based Strategies

Photo: Brian Skerry / National Geographic



Direct Impacts of Tourists on Reefs
One of the easier threats to control with education





Ship groundings

Marine-based pollution

Marine Pollution & Shipping Accidents

Oil exploration & drilling



Regulating Damaging Fishing Gear
Gillets * Traps * Spearguns * Trawling

Photo: Rachel Graham,WCS





Most Caribbean 
Countries Don’t Allow 

Spearfishing on SCUBA. 
Even spearfishing free-
diving has been shown 
to damage populations.

Removes Large Fish
Significant to population 

Education materials for 
Target Audience:

Fishers and Public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responding to findings of an enforcement study  showingfundamenal issue the fishers ddnt know all the regs… step one of enforcement.  This laminated card version is for the fishers to havin there boats, and is wasdevelped with the fisheries deparment



The Species Distribution of “Big” Fish 
(out of all 88,000 fish counted)

# Fish 
>40cm

Species

229 Chubs
221 Parrotfishes
118 Barracudas
76 Triggerfishes
72 Snappers
55 Jacks
42 Angelfishes
33 Groupers
33 Grunts This was big only a few decades ago

Where Are the Big Fish?



Ecosystem-based management 
• Considers the complex interactions between 

humans and the living and non-living 
environment over multiples scales in space 
and time. 

• The goal of EBM is to sustainably manage both 
target and non-target species by preserving or 
restoring habitat quality to maintain 
ecosystem services.

To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intelligent tinkering.
Aldo Leopold. .



• emphasizes connectivity within and between systems,
• land and sea interactions
• Recognizes consequences of human actions within a 

specific ecosystem (or linked, adjacent ecosystems), 

• emphasizes the protection and restoration of 
ecosystem structure, function and key processes, and 
integrates biological, socioeconomic and governance 
perspectives. 

• (Wildlife Conservation Society, 2010, Principles And Practice Of Ecosystem-Based 
Management)

Ecosystem-based management 



What’s covered in EBM?
• Land-sea interactions – ICZM – watershed mgt
• Protection of key ecosystem structures and functions 

– spawning aggregations
• Human socio-economic issues
• Natural and anthropogenic disturbances 
• Precautionary principle



Land Based Sources of Pollution







NETWORKS OF MPAs
with Replenishment 

Zones
Fully Protected Zones  or 

No-Take Zones

Protecting sample of all 
species and ecological 

interactions and 
processes



Mesoamerican Reef Exceeded the Caribbean Challenge
Still Opportunities in Fully Protected Zones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Eco-Audit findings are some important success stories, particularly within the “Marine Protected Areas” theme. For example, all four MAR countries have now surpassed the 20% of sea within marine protected area target set by several other countries in the Caribbean Challenge. The MAR average is 35% of their full territorial seas now within MPAs (ranging from 60% in Guatemala to 20% in Belize). However, the amount under full protection (from fishing) remains surprisingly low (3% on average), presenting a clear opportunity for meaningful action to increase this amount.



Why full protection? 
size really matters: big mammas are better mammas



How to Ensure Some Fish Get BIG ?



Marine Protected Areas -
few are now actually protected 

Sometimes we don’t see the 
obvious.  MPAs need areas of 
Full protection in order to get 
full ecosystem and Fisheries 
benefits.

Like the Emperors New Clothes

Don’t get caught thinking you 
have an MPA when none of it is 
P - protected



All-in-one tool in the toolbox

FULLY-PROTECTED MARINE RESERVES
WITHIN LARGER MPAS 
OR MARINE MANAGED AREAS

The only tool that applies the ‘intelligent tinkering’ or precautionary 
principle –acknowledging that  we don’t fully understand all the 
complex ecological interactions and consequences on coral reefs



Ecosystem-based management 
Pros: All components of the ecosystem are protected – precautionary
Spatial zoning – like MPAs help end the tragedy of the commons
Humans are included as components of the ecosystem
Local communities and stakeholders can be given additional rights
Greatly simplifies enforcement – one rule inside the zone
Important places for research  only places of intact ecosystems

Cons: Must be large enough to be ecologically functional. 
Exclude many (fishing, dredging) but not all (tourism, education) actions
Enforcement requires clear demarcation (expense)



Spatial Considerations of Tools
• These tools can be limited to certain geographical areas 

(like MPAs; some activity regulations, coastal zoning).

• Some are more suited to ‘blanket’ universal coverage: 
Endangered species protection, Fisheries regulations; 
Pollution prevention.



Back to the Goal – Healthy Reefs

The purpose of management tools is to help achieve goals

Their use requires ‘adaptive management’  evaluating 
ecosystem responses and adjusting management actions.

This requires ecosystem monitoring and reporting



Standardized field data collection, 
training, data analysis, clear reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work starts out basic enough.. Wih standardized monitoring protocols using mosly AGRRA or MBRS methdologies (both of twhich provide the same needed core indicators)



Reports on the Ecosystem followed by
Management Evaluations

Recommendations

Reef Health



Improved 
Policies & 

management 
= Improved 
reef health

Collaboration and 
Participation of 
Partner 
Organizations

Standardized protocols, training, online database

Evaluate Reef  Condition 
Make Mgt Recommendations

Evaluate Implementation 
of Recommendations

HRI’S ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT CYCLE



REEF TOOLBOX SUMMARY 

GOOD ENFORCEMENT OUTREACH & EDUCATION

SPECIES-SPECIFIC  *  ACTIVITY FOCUSED *  ECOSYSTEM BASED  

MONITORING
TARGETED RESEARCH

www.healthyreefs.org
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